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 444 caliber game in real time from the comfort of your own home. Fire long-range shots up to 6200 yards away in windy conditions and virtually everywhere on the map! Get your first kill using the latest Cabela's game technology with the incredibly precise and responsive Tri-Glyph laser rifle. Improve your shot placement with the Tri-Glyph targeting reticule. As you fire your shots, your ballistics
are tracked on a real-time map on your computer. Cabela's Big Game Hunter features a high-fidelity 3D model of the Cabela's game map, with realistic textures and effects to give you a sense of what it's like to hunt in the wild. Note: this game requires an internet connection and is not suitable for children. Game Features TRIGLYPH Laser Rifle: Cabela's Big Game Hunter is the only hunting game

that allows you to use a high-powered laser as a weapon. A reticule in the bottom left corner of the screen shows where your shot will land. Use the scroll wheel on your mouse to zoom in and out for a clear shot and to increase or decrease your reticule size for better precision. Traverse with the Track Mode: You can use the special Traverse feature to quickly move around the map at any time.
Traverse Mode is easy to use and you can return to your original position by pressing the Enter button on your keyboard. Use Weapon Reticule: The weapon reticule features a sight for your laser rifle. Zoom the reticule in and out using the scroll wheel on your mouse. Cabela's Big Game Hunter - Features: High-Fidelity 3D Game Map: Cabela's Big Game Hunter features a high-fidelity 3D model of
the Cabela's game map with realistic textures and effects to give you a sense of what it's like to hunt in the wild. Largest Game Maps in a Cabela's Game: The largest game maps are 4x the size of any previous Cabela's Big Game Hunter game! Now you can track and scout up to 60,000 square miles, making the biggest game maps of all Cabela's games. 4x the Scope Targets: With 60,000 square miles

of high-fidelity 3D maps, find a variety of great game targets like quail, whitetail deer and javel 520fdb1ae7
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